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NEW
LIVERY!
1:76 SCALE 

EDDIE STOBART
MOBILE TRAILER

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 253

NEWShowmans Caravan - Green

Showmans Caravan - Green 
It’s all in the detail on the second release of our

Showmans Caravan, which in real life would have been

the pride and joy of its occupants.  The upper body is

decorated in a rich dark green with a cream lower body

and cream wheels.  The roof is white, inset with cream

lined sky lights, the cream being repeated on the lined out

upper body.  An intricate design on the sides of the

caravan is depicted in maroon while the window frames

and door are painted brown.  One side of the caravan

and both ends have windows, complete with net curtains.

Finally, notice the silvered chimney stack on the roof, too.

The 1:76 scale model will look great parked up on your

Oxford showman field, alongside the first in the series

recently released in maroon, yellow and white.

                                  SCALE       PRICE
76SCV002      1:76  £13.95
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I hope everyone is well and beginning to enjoy some freedom.  Although there are

some shows that have made the commitment to go ahead this year, we have made the

decision that for 2021 we will not attend while we focus on restructuring the

business and the development of new product that has been affected by Covid-19.

We are hopeful and look forward to seeing you all in 2022.

I would like to apologise for some of the delays we are experiencing with our new

releases and the Globe magazine.  Whereas in previous years it became a monthly

cycle, it is now a bit sporadic.  This is due to shipping issues that we currently face as

a knock-on effect from Covid-19.  Prices are sky high, and space is limited as everyone

rushes to bring in their stock for the next season.  We are doing our best not to pass

on any price increases while these costs are inflated. 

We are still developing product and we have recently seen first shots and painted

samples of the 1:76 Scale Scooter.  We are just planning our next announcement and

information will be available shortly with an announcement date.

You may have noticed a change in our website while we re-structure our 

online store.  If you are a current member you will have received an email to create

an account.  Your membership benefits will automatically be applied to your cart.  

If you usually order via phone or post, please continue as normal but remember our

new address and telephone number listed below.  This has been many months of

work with the aim to provide a quicker shipping speed and improved services.  It also

will allow membership to be easily renewed and your discounts as a member easily

viewed while in checkout.  If anyone has any queries or questions regarding this, we

are happy to answer via our Head Office number: 02038 877802

We appreciate your patience and support to us and all the local hobby retailers.  

I am sure now is a great time to get down to your local hobby shops and see what

excites your eyes.  There is plenty still to come!

Please note our 

new address:

Oxford Diecast, 

PO Box 62, Swansea, 

UK, SA1 4YA

Tel: 02038 877802  
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Audi S3 Cabriolet - Misano Red
Looking forward to summer, this is a great car to be

cruising about with the hood down.  Painted in a bright

Misano red with contrasting black interior fittings, the

two-door, four-seater sporty Audi S3 is registered NL16

LSD from the first half of 2016.  The wheels, window

surrounds, door mirror casing and the radiator grille are

finished in silver with the Audi badge embedded into the

centre of the radiator grille.  The S3 Cabriolet was

unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show in March 2014,

described as a high-performance version of Audi’s open

topped A3.  Sporting a 2.0 L petrol turbo engine, four 

wheel drive and 6-speed transmission, it boasted an

acceleration ratio of 0.62 mph in 5.4 seconds and was

capable of 38.8 mpg.  It went on sale at just under

£39,000 in the UK in September 2014. 

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
Tel: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWAudi S3 Cabriolet -
Misano Red
                         SCALE       PRICE
76S3003  1:76   £6.75

Ford Fiesta MkI - Venetian Red  
                         SCALE     PRICE
76FF001   1:76  £5.95

Bentley Continental GT - Tungsten 
The Bentley Continental GT is altogether one sleek

looking motor and it looks particularly good in its latest

colour scheme.  Only the second off the new 1:76 scale

tooling, it makes its appearance in a distinguished grey

with black interior, registered simply 21 WO after

company founder Walter Owen Bentley.  Exterior detail 

is finished in silver and black - note the black and silver

wheels especially which incorporate the B hubcaps.  

The radiator is also black with silver grille lines above

which the winged Bentley badge features on the edge of

the bonnet and again in the centre of the boot.  

An interesting addition 

to this model is the obscuration frame on the

windscreen.  It replicates the painted black enamel frame

baked round the windows at the time of manufacture and

it serves a purpose too, aiding heat distribution when the

windscreen is heated up to obtain the bend in the glass.

Designed by Dirk van Braeckel and introduced in 2003,

the Bentley Continental was the first vehicle released by

Bentley under Volkswagen AG management after the

German car company acquired it in 1998 and is still being

manufactured today at Bentley’s Crewe works.  

NEWBentley Continental GT -
Tungsten
                              SCALE       PRICE
76BCGT002  1:76   £7.95
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1:76 SCALE

Scania Highline Tanker - 
Eddie Stobart 
                        SCALE       PRICE
STOB013  1:76  £22.95

Mercedes Sprinter Van - 
Stobart Air
                            SCALE       PRICE
76MSV001  1:76   £7.95

Ford Transit LWB High - 
Stobart Fleet Maintenance
                            SCALE       PRICE
76FT021     1:76   £6.25

LED Teletubby - Eddie Stobart 
                                SCALE      PRICE
76VOL01LED  1:76 £18.75

NEWEddie Stobart Fan Club
Mobile Trailer
                          SCALE       PRICE
76TR017    1:76  £11.95

Eddie Stobart Fan Club Mobile Trailer 
The sight of this van at any Truckfest or similar transport

related festival would have been a huge draw for all Eddie

Spotters young and old.  The Club was founded in 1992

during the leadership of the late Edward Stobart, son of

the founder and was run from the company’s Carlisle

HQ.  The Club is currently undergoing a re-launch after

the health pandemic and no doubt there will be great

celebrations for the Stobart Club and Shop in 2022,

marking 50 years of the Club.

In the meantime, enjoy nostalgic memories of the original

Eddie Stobart Fan Club with this promotional mobile

trailer, complete with roof board, where you could join

the Club as well as buying a wealth of mementos and

membership benefits from pencils to baseball caps and 

T-shirts and of course diecast models. 
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1:76 SCALE

Mercedes Explosives Ordnance
Disposal Metropolitan Police
                            SCALE       PRICE
76MA003    1:76  £11.95

Scania Aerial Rescue Pump -
Merseyside F & R service 
                            SCALE       PRICE
76SAL003   1:76  £23.95

Ford Transit Mk1 - Police
Motorway Patrol (Gwent)
                            SCALE       PRICE
76FT1007   1:76   £6.25

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
Tel: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Mercedes Ambulance - London
                          SCALE       PRICE
76MA002  1:76  £11.95

Ford Transit Mk5 - AA
                          SCALE       PRICE
76FT033    1:76   £6.25

Jaguar XF - Surrey Police 
                          SCALE       PRICE
76XF008    1:76   £6.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Mid & West Wales Fire TK
                            SCALE      PRICE
76FIRE001  1:76  £9.95

Ford Escort Mk2 - Police
                            SCALE      PRICE
76ESC004   1:76  £6.45
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1:76 SCALE

NEWCommer PB Postbus -
Royal Mail (Scotland) 
                            SCALE      PRICE
76PB010     1:76  £5.95

Bedford CA Van - Royal Mail 
                          SCALE      PRICE
76CA007   1:76  £6.25

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Ford Transit Dropside - White
                             SCALE      PRICE
76TPU005    1:76  £13.95

Morris J4 Van - Royal Mail
                          SCALE      PRICE
76J4001   1:76  £6.45

Ford Transit Connect White
                          SCALE      PRICE
76FTC005  1:76  £5.95

Ford Transit LWB - Royal Mail
                          SCALE      PRICE
76FT024    1:76  £6.25

Ford Transit Mk3 - Royal Mail
                          SCALE      PRICE
76FT3002  1:76  £6.25

Commer PB Postbus - Royal Mail (Scotland) 
This simple little postbus registered USG 706R from

1976/77 contains clues to some interesting background

information.  Assigned to the Edinburgh Postal Board,

Operations Division, according to the address printed in

black on the side of the bus, the name board positioned

in the front of the windscreen would suggest that it is

deployed in the little village of Elgol on the shores of

Loch Scavaig and home to no more than 150 residents,

on the Isle of Skye. 

Decorated in the traditional red Royal Mail colour

scheme, our 1:76 scale Commer PB also sports a white

roof, white bumpers and white wheel rims.  The interior

is black.  According to the printing on the side it is the de

luxe version and is also fitted out to carry 11 passengers.  

The Commer was noted for its excellent brakes,

cornering and price, which would have been essential for

our little example in getting around Skye although

comfort was apparently lacking.  The local postbus was an

essential way of getting about the islands and it remained

a familiar sight especially in rural areas. 
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
Tel: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

JCB 531 70 Loadall - JCB
                          SCALE       PRICE
76LDL001  1:76  £21.95

JCB JS220 - W H Malcolm 
                          SCALE       PRICE
76JS003    1:76  £26.95

Excavator - Stobart Rail 
                             SCALE       PRICE
76KOM002  1:76  £28.95

JCB Backhoe Loader - 1980s
                             SCALE       PRICE
76JCX003   1:76  £24.95

Ford Transit SWB Medium 
Roof - JCB
                        SCALE      PRICE
76FT027  1:76  £6.25

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN
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N SCALE

Land Rover Defender Station Wagon - RNLI
This distinctive long wheelbase Land Rover Defender has

already joined the 1:76 scale series in RNLI livery but you

can’t have too much of a good thing and here it is for

smaller scale enthusiasts too.

The rich marine blue and white colour scheme if offset by

the RNLI’s signature flag and Lifeboats wording on both

side doors in red and white with the Crown and Anchor

in yellow down the centre of the flag.  The Defender has

had a roofbar fitted for this release, moulded in blue and

white with contrasting blue RNLI lettering.  Registered

HG56 LNY from 2006, additional detail includes the LR87

fleet lettering and the website address in white on the

rear side doors.  We also see the Defender name printed

in gold to the right of the rear door.

The Royal National Lifeboat Institution was founded in

1824 by William Hillary and comprises a registered

charity run by volunteers with around 40,000 men and

women who give their time freely and bravely to man the

lifeboat.  The lifeboat station is always worth a visit when

open to the public and the larger ones also support a

shop, where you may well find our Oxford replica lifeboat

support vehicle.

FX4 Taxi Black
                          SCALE        PRICE
NFX4001  1:148  £4.65

Jaguar XF - Police
                          SCALE        PRICE
NXF008    1:148  £4.95

Ferguson Tractor - Grey
                          SCALE        PRICE
NTEA001  1:148  £4.65

Morris Traveller - 
Old English White 
                             SCALE        PRICE
NMMT001  1:148   £4.65

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWLand Rover Defender
Station Wagon - RNLI
                           SCALE       PRICE
NDEF014   1:148  £4.85

Scania Pump Ladder - 
Surrey Fire & Rescue
                             SCALE        PRICE
NSFE007     1:148   £7.75
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

1936 Buick Special Convertible -
Musketeer Blue 
                               SCALE      PRICE
87BS36005   1:87  £6.95

1961 Cadillac Sedan Deville -
Nautilus Blue
                                  SCALE      PRICE
87CSD61003   1:87  £6.95

1959 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe -
Regent Black/White 
                               SCALE      PRICE
87PB59004   1:87  £6.95

1941 Lincoln Continental - 
Spode Green
                               SCALE      PRICE
87LC41002   1:87  £6.95

3 Piece 1949 Mercury Set - 
70th Anniversary
                           SCALE      PRICE
87SET002   1:87  £19.95

1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88 Coupe
Chariot Red/Canto Cream
                               SCALE      PRICE
87OR50001   1:87  £6.95

1957 Chevrolet Nomad - 
Surf Green/Highland Green 
                               SCALE      PRICE
87CN57006  1:87  £6.95

1968 Dodge Charger R/T -
Gold/Black
                               SCALE      PRICE
87DC68002   1:87  £6.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, 
Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA

Tel: 02038 877802 
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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   AVIATION1:72
SCALE

DH Mosquito - 23 Squadron
RAF 1943 
                    SCALE        PRICE
AC102   1:72  £18.95

Hawker Typhoon Mk1 - 121 Squadron
RAF Holmsley South 1944 
                                    SCALE       PRICE
AC100              1:72  £16.95

Westland Lysander - 
RAF R9125 225 Squadron 
                    SCALE        PRICE
AC101   1:72  £19.95

Messerschmitt Bf 109E-4
                    SCALE        PRICE
AC002   1:72  £14.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, 
Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA

Tel: 02038 877802 
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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AR169 Bristol Album: Bristol buses were sturdy, dependable, workmanlike pieces of
engineering.  Similarly, the bodywork by Eastern Coach Works (ECW), seen on so many Bristol
chassis, was well-proportioned and well-constructed, without any frills or furbelows.  Tens of
thousands of Bristol buses and coaches saw service on British roads down the years.  

The company began when the Bristol Tramways & Carriage Co produced motor vehicles for its
own use in 1907.  Steady development led to a well-engineered range of motor buses between
the wars, which were offered to other bus companies as well as Bristol Tramways.  Just before

the outbreak of the WWII, Bristol produced two classic designs which would continue into
the 1950s, the K-type double-decker and the L-type single-decker.  More iconic designs
followed, including the ground-breaking Lodekka.  The last Bristol designs ceased production
in the early 1980s when the Brislington factory was closed by new owners Leyland.  

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR157 AR156 AR155AR158AR159AR160AR161

AR164 AR163 AR162AR165AR166AR167AR168

AR150 AR149 AR148AR151AR152AR153AR154

AR143 AR142 AR141AR144AR145AR146AR147

AR169
NEW

AR170 Italian Specialists: Our title of Italian Specialists was suggested by a group of small car
manufacturers called Gruppo Costruttori Vetture Speciali in the 1950s, which had among its
membership Cistalia, Giannini, Moretti, Nardi, Siata and Stanguellini, all of which are described in
this publication.  In the Auto Review series we have covered many big Italian car manufacturers.
There has always been another level of smaller firms in Italy, producing specialist cars.  Some
offered higher performance, while others preferred to make exciting or elegant bodywork, 
and a few tried to do both. These small-volume manufacturers often relied on adapting the
products of the big car makers, and in Italy that usually meant Fiat.  Minor Italian makers
who modified Fiats included Abarth, Autobianchi, Siata and Moretti, among others.  In this
publication we pay tribute to the enthusiasm and skill of these companies, producing cars
from the second half of the 20th century onwards. 

AR170
NEW
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The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 62, Swansea, UK, SA1 4YA
TEL: 02038 877802  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW TOOLING! OR76J27001  1:76 - £109.95
J27 LNER No 1010

OR76MW7031  1:76 - £11.95
Napsbury Hospital

Committee No 1 - 7 plank

OR76WW006  1:76 - £43.95
Warwell No36 with Sherman Tank

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

OR76MW7025  1:76 - £11.95
Rhigos Anthracite Cardiff 

No 260 - 7 plank

OR76MW7026  1:76 - £11.95
Jas McKelvie London 

No2082 - 7 plank

OR76MW7027  1:76 - £11.95
Milner Thomas & Co London

No1000 - 7 plank

OR76TK2007  1:76 - £18.95
PO Tank Wagon BP No 1061 

NEW LIVERY!

OR76WW011  1:76 - £32.95
Modern airbraked Warwell
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